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ANTHRoPoLoGICAL ANALYSIS oN THE socIoCULTURÁL
CONDITIONS OF A TECHNICAL INNOVATION MODEL:
THE CSERNELY BIOMASS PRO.IECT CASE
GABOR BICZO
Miskolc University,
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bolbiczo@uni-miskolc.hu

The paper analyses a large scale interdisciplinary research that is carried out at Miskolc
University. In its applied anthropological approach the analyses takes into consideration the
social scientific background of a basically technical innovation model. On the basis of research results so far the multicultural local society in Csernely (Borsod County, North
Hungary) treats the project with ambivalence. It is clear if the aversion of the subcommunities towards the realization of the project continues to exist the development plan

will suffer.

Keyvords; applied anthropology, Roma minority, social conflict analysis, local community, biourass-based commutlity energy system.
1. The conception of an

interdisciplinary social-scientific research
research is caried out within the TAMOP research pro-

A large scale interdisciplinary

ject at the University of Miskolc that is rather unusual to national practices.
The basic idea is that Csernely, an isolated and economically disadvantaged peripheral
community is subject to a complex set of tasks through an experiment of development with
the introduction of the biomass-based heating system in the region. The preparation and
analysis of conditions is more than just an analysis of technical, enyirorunental economical
and legal aspects. Contary to Hungarian practices an unusual aspect is also taken into consideration: the Applied Arthropological and Sociological background ofthe pro.lectt [11.
It is unusual because while in the majority of developed societies a successlirl innovation is always considered to be a result ofan overall analysis ofconditions, in Eastern Central European practices a detailecl research of social consequences is not part ofthe innovation. All over the World is a typical phenomenon, helds of knowledge, which contribute to
the realization of the goa]s of the political and econotnic élites by "producing" socialscience knorvledge ofpractical value, are highly appreciated.
The project entitled "The Development of a Biomass-Based Community Energy System" is carried out at Csernely, South of Ozd, surrounded by hills and basins, covered by
large forests. The history of the settlement goes back to the 13th century. In the late 20th
cenlury the majority ofthe inhabitants were agricultural or forestry workers or worked in
thc industrial plants ofOzd. Following the political changes ofthe 1990s, with the closing
down of industry in the region, there was a dramatic increase in the number of unemployed

I

The so called applied antbropology is an important subfield of modern sociocultural anthropology.

Applied anthrcpology refers to the p(actical application of socio-scientific information.
George M. (1968)
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wolkfolce r€sulting in the miglation ofyounger generations and the impoverishment ofthe
population.
The population of Csemely is a little over 800 today constituting around 400 households. The majority of the inhabitants are old people living alone. Thís requires the sustenance of a pensioner care network, and also serves as a last tie of the emigrated to their
place oforigín.

Arother important sociocultural element of the region is the increasing Roma minority
population consisting of large lamilies of different geneÍations, confuary to the Hungarian
majority. The Romas, however, do not constitute a homogeneous ethnical community, there
is an opposition between those having lived there for generations and recently settled families. If we want to understand the sociocultwal complexity of Csemely we should grasp it
as a multicultural community. The cultural conception of multiculturalism2 [2] is basically
pluralisticr [3]. According to this, in a community several cultural scales of values, religious and moral beliefs can be valid simultaneously, and their acceptance is necessary.
Plural communities' basic experience is that the self-assertion of different groups is reconcilable with the local identity. Therefore in a plural community the support and maintenance of multiplicity is a clearly evident goal. The interdependence and equality of groups
which are different from each other but live together - is considered to be an essential
part oflocal democracy. The main characteristic ofmulticultural communities is that power
is owned not only by the majoríty, but is shaled with the other groups as well'
The plesent suwey aims at plesenting the different attitud€s towards plans for the development of the biomass-based heating center within different segments of the Csernely
society. Since all technological innovation developments are realized within a given sociocultural environment a very impofiant element of success the acceptance of the project by
the local communities. Different segments of this community have different "acceptance"
strategies towaÍds the project, reasons of which need 10 be examined. The analysis will
provide us with sociological information serving as a basis for a communication strategy
helping us increase the acceptance ofthe project.
2. Elements

ofthe Csernely Society

"The Development of a Biomass-Based Community Energy System" project initiated a
questiomaire-based research within the households of the settlement. Besides basic questions concerning ways of disposing of litter, and means of heating in the household as well
as wheth the inhabitants had any information on biomass-based heating other aspects
were brought to light. As it tums out the community consists of sub-communities existing
next to, and partially overlapping each other. These sub-communities have an ambivalent,
often opposing attitude towards each other. This ambivalence is characte stic oftheir attitude towards the biomass project as well; acceptance is very much in coherence with the
sympathy or opposition ofthe sub-communities towards each other.
2

The notion of multiculturalism is generally used to describe and characterize complex societies,
which are either connected with contemporary global processes - that is, as the result ofthe migration
which accompanies globalization they cause pemanent relations between cultures and the individuals
and groups representing them -, or they reflect a historically formed cultural situation ofco-existence
as a stable characte stic.
I
Pluralism is a concept that acknowledges the multiplicity ofinterests, ideologies, values and views.
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A very interesting sjtuation prompted uS to examine this aspect; u,e asked for directíons
from a middle-agent man in the village once time. Since the lists of househokls were already divided among tbe questioners the man was informed during the conversation that he
will also be given the questions at a later occasion. The middle aged man was very helpful
and promised to support the research if it proves to serve the modernization ofthe community and provides possibilities for opening jobs in the region. To the surprise of the queslionels the Same man ]ater lefused to plovide any information at all' Later Íesearch showed
the opposition betu'een the sub-communitics to be the reason for this first helpful and later
refusing attitude to\\,ards the question.
2. 1.

Elderly inhabitants

A major sub-comrnunity of the settlement consists of inactive old pensioncrs. On the
basis ofthe questionnaires we can see that thcse people leel responsible for their environment but their existential mlnerability and their fear of impoverishment as a result of the
loss ofthc value ofmoney [rakes them unstab]e. They ieel they have no say in the community's life anyrnore. They definitely believc the future of their community is prcdestined by
the increasing number of Roma settlers. Their altitudc to$'ards the biomass project is
largely influenced by their everyday experiences of physical threat. Most of tltese pcople
Support the pÍoject but the nlain obstacle of de\'e]opment in their view is the Ro]na population's lack of interest, passivity and criminaiized life. This standpoint is created on the base
of physical experiences and long-standings stereotypes. Theories on social relations betweel-l gÍoupS defy the notion of stereotypical functionally' Th1s means that each steleotype
bears practical significance in expressing its attitude '1o\\,ards the other"! l4l. In nost cases
stereotypes help maintain rhe elhnic and cultural dividing lines; furthcnnore, they justify
tl're behaviour towards the given group. There are two types ofstereotypes depending on the
clirection of social classillcation: auto- and hetero stcreotypes.
Auto stereotypes are images referring to one's "own" group. Generally they are simplifications marking positive characterislics, and their goals are to strengthcn the group's inner
cohesion and mobilize common active power'J51. lletero stereotypes are categories used
to name and characterize "strange" groups and their nrembers. Their content is more often
negative; they. serve to create a hierarchy bet$,een groups and to draN the symbolic line
-Csernely
between them6 [61. The systen of mutual stereotypci in
is functioning as a complex systcm.

a

Thc phrase stereotype fi$t rvas used by Walter Liptmann in 1922. B) this pfuase he undeNtands
sirnplified, one-sided and schematic images ("prejudices"), which sirorv each social group as a homogeneous' organic lör'mation based on some typical characteIistic Í'eatules. Stereotypes are the sLlm of
impressions and 1mages, rvíth the help ofwhich expelience refelring to thc social enviro nent can be
classified and ranked.
5
stcreotypes may have inner or outcr sources. The Hungarians typical inner auto stereoq/pes
^Lrto 10 lhemse]ves arc hospitality and Iesourcefu1ness (the numbet ofNobel prize rvinners). Good
reÍérring
exampl€s ofauto sleleotypes originating Íiom ortter sources alc that IIungarians have a eood temperanrent, are pessimistic, prone to complain and cunning.
Ó
Hetero steÍeotypes ale used to identi1y and rank "other" socio cultural communities. In the opinion
ofthe Hungarians the GeÍman ale hard wolking' disciplined. precise and "without perco|ality,''
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2.2. Roma minori4: inhabiÍqnts

trar

The second important sub-community is the Roma minority inhabitants consisting of
two opposition gróups. We have to make difference between the Roma families having
lived in Cserney foi generations and those having moved out of Ozd because of unemployment problims. The relationship of the Hungarians and the old Roma families was
aract"ri"eo by mutual recognition and respect in the past decades, but this changed with

autl

"t appearance ofthe new settle6, the stigma of crimes attributed to th€m casting a shadow
the
on tÉe Hungarian-Roma relationship. our research and the qualitative analyzes of data
the
shows that üoth Roma communities and the Hungarians consider the main leason for
tensions to be unemplolment.
30% of the total population is of active age and 40% of thís is unemployed' Irl the case
of the Roma populi:lon that constituted 10% of the total population of 802 in 2010, the
unemployment rate is 80%
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2,j. Employees

A third group ofthe cserney population consists ofthose employed at local institutions
or small buiinesses (tailoring company, local store). These families of at least one member
having a regular income are of a bett financial situation and have a more va ed attitude
towaás the project. They seem to be inteÍested in a mole economical family energy utilization practice but only consider the possible emplolnnent opporhrnities to be an option if it
comes with a better incotne than their presentjobs.
3. The Biomass Proiect a Possible Means of Sociopolitical Adaptation and its Communication
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It is often said that technological innovation and the resulting Qmployment pÍojects have

an advantageous influence on the whole of the society The research also deals with the
possibiliattitude of Ihe Cserney inhabitants towards the question of potential employment
chalactelistic
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project.
ties as a result of the development
of
the
whole
general
evaluation
the
reflecting
group
while
given
general attitude of the
iommunity. The pensioners for example expressed their positive expectations towards the
developménts, théir interest being, as a result of their age reasons, in the bettering of living
general
conditions rather than in the possibility of new employment. At the same time the
last
long
bccause
would
not
View iS that the inftastÍucture employed in the new technology
of thefts and damages rnade, theie opinions expressing explicit generalizations of experi
ences with the Roma population.
The positive attitude ofthe local municipality towards the project is exemplary'
plan
The potential sociopolitical advantages in coherence with the general development
employment
conditions,
living
improving
concemed:
everyone
for
of the village are clear
oppofunities and a fight against impoverishment'
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trary, the lifestyle of which had been strongly criticized by the municipality, are prompted
to reject the developments as something automatically connected to the work of the local
authorities.
The biomass project is intended to be a complex development plan influencing not only
economical-energetical and emplol.ment aspects of the local society but also their existing
relationship with each other. Thus one fuhre aspect ofthe project will be the analysis of its
influences to the life ofthe Csemey population fiom emic viewpoint' [7]. Also, on the other
way around, a precondition for the project's successful realization is its acceptance by the
local population and a positive attitude towards its preparation and development.
on the basis oí results so far the cserney society tleats the ploject with ambivalence, as
a result ofa number ofcleally outlined Íeasons:
a) The majority population of the village is aging and in their case the potential aims
and advantages ofthe biomass project are inelevant. Single people housebolds with
lonely old people have no interest and neutrally accept the plan.
b) People in opposition with the local municipalities reject all attempts connected to the

c)
d)

authoritie s.

The increase ofthe Roma population generates an etbnic confrontation between the
majority and minority groups ofthe population. A visible obstacle ofthe plan being
accepted by the Romas is that the initiative is connected to the majority population.
The division of the Roma population into those having lived in the village for generations and the new settlers increase their ambivalent view towards anv kind of development.

The above four aspects are generally hindering the realization ofthe pro.ject. A possible
solution may be an effective and weil aimed communication strategy towards the groups
affected. Ifthe aversion ofthe sub-communities towards the realization ofthe project continues to exist the authenticity ofthe development plan u'ill suffer.
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